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Planar Double-Slip Model
for Polycrystal Plasticity
and Micro Tension Tests
of Pure Nickel and Copper
Many natural minerals and manmade materials are aggregates of crystals or poly
talline solids with a nonrandom distribution of grain orientations. Macroscopic behav
in such textured polycrystals depends on directions and is thus anisotropic. In this p
we develop experimental and theoretical procedures for investigating grain orienta
evolution and its effect on the tensile stress-strain curve. The micro-tensile experim
were executed in a self-developed micro-forcing-heating device together with a m
recorder-image analyzer system. In the experiments the 0.1 mm thin foil specimens o
nickel and copper were gradually loaded toward final failure and the evolution of g
boundaries and slip bands inside grains was observed and recorded digitally via m
scope and CCD camera throughout the whole time history. The texture image data
then used in a theoretical micro-macro transformation procedure to simulate the orie
tion evolutions and the stress-strain curves. The procedure was based on a doub
model of polycrystal plasticity and on averaging of polycrystalline behavior over all gr
orientations weighted by an orientation distribution function. The comparisons m
between the simulated and experimental data of orientation evolutions and betwee
simulated curves and the macro-curves concurrently obtained in the experiments co
the proposed procedures capable of simulating the considered micro-macro relation
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1 Introduction
The processes to determine the macro responses of polycry

line materials from their micro-constitutents are very compl
The main reason is that polycrystals usually exhibit anisotrop
large deformations due to preferred orientations of crystal gra
For any postulated micro-mechanism a fair amount of averag
must be taken before the macroscopic properties of the mat
element can be understood and predicted. Indeed, several kn
books in this realm, for example, Havner@1#, Kocks et al.@2#, and
Meyers et al.@3#, have provided an extensive overview of th
anisotropic properties from the perspective ofcrystal plasticity,
and a number of theoretical polycrystalline plasticity models,
example, Asaro@4#, Harren @5#, and Dluzewski@6#, have been
developed to deal with plastic behavior of polycrystals at la
deformation and the accompanying texture evolution. In the
cent decade a variety of double-slip models were proposed
combined with the averaging technique of orientation distribut
function @7–11#.

It is of significant interest to be able to visualize and digita
record the dynamical process of microstructural evolution and
doubtless difficult to make concurrent measurement of exte
load and local strain histories in grains of polycrystalline meta
References@12,13# made related but somewhat different effor
Saotome and Iguchi@12# developed an apparatus for observi
changes of microstructure under varying temperatures but the
chanical loading was held constant statically. Traub et al.@13#
developed a device for observing the process of generation of
systems in a single crystal.

Possible mechanical testing techniques are~i! tension test,~ii !
bulge test, and~iii ! hardness test. Advantages and liabilities of t
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three techniques are summarized in@14#. Possible methods o
manufacturing foil specimens are~i! ~mechanical! cutting with a
sharp blade@14–16#, ~ii ! spark~thermal! cutting by a shaped elec
trode@14,16#, ~iii ! chemical etching with a mask@14,16#, and~iv!
electrochemical etching with a mask. ASTM@15# recommends
that ‘‘The machined specimens shall be examined under ab
20X magnification to determine that the edges are smooth and
there are no surface scratches or creases. Specimens showin
cernible scratches, creases or edge discontinuities shall be
jected.’’

In this paper we develop both the experimental and theoret
procedures to investigate microstructural evolution and its ef
on the macroscopic behavior. The experiments were executed
micro-forcing-heating device together with a micro-record
image analyzer system. In Section 2 we focus on an experime
study through the self-developed device, which has been
proved from an original design by Hong and Cheng@17#. In the
tests the foil specimens of pure nickel and copper were gradu
loaded toward final failure and the evolution of the surfaces of
specimens including grain boundaries and slip bands inside gr
were simultaneously observed and recorded through microsc
and CCD camera. In Section 3 we briefly summarize the formu
of a double-slip model for transforming the micro-quantities to t
macro ones by averaging with respect to the orientation distr
tion function of all grains. The comparisons of the experimen
data with the theoretical results are then conducted in Sectio
and finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 5. Althou
both nickel and copper tested herein are three-dimensional~3D!
face-centered cubic~FCC! crystals with 12 slip systems, we limi
our present scope in the theoretical aspect to a two-dimensi
plane-stress model with only 2 active slip systems and in
image part of the experimental aspect, to surface images of the
mm thin foil specimens,1 and try to see at least whether a corr

uest
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lation can be established in this limited scope before a more
phisticated study is attempted.

2 Experiments
Figure 1 displays a self-developed micro-forcing-heating dev

as well as a microscope-recorder-image analyzer system,
which the whole loading and strain histories along with the i
ages of microstructural evolution in a polycrystal can be record
concurrently. One thereby visualizes the whole dynamical proc
from the original state with or without annealing, through th
formation of slip systems, localization of plastic flow, cracking,
final failure. Specifically reported herein are two tests on spe
mens of high purity~4N! nickel ~Ni! and copper~Cu!.

Since in our approach the tension test was selected for tes
metal foils, to avoid edge effects, the shape of the specimen
designed to be edged smoothly and completely free from all fo
of notches or other ‘‘stress raiser.’’ To further avoid local zigzag
the edge, our specimens were prepared by a double-sided ele
chemical etching with a precarved mask. A micrograph with ab
80X magnification showed that the edges were smooth and
there were no discernible surface scratches. Indeed, the other
preparation methods fail to produce a usable foil specimen w
such small size, shown in Fig. 2, as needed in our study.

The chemical composition analyses of the virgin metal fo
~50 mm350 mm30.125 mm, 4N! as received are shown in Tabl
1. The procedure of specimen preparation is given as follows
the first step, the two surfaces of the foil were ground with 0.
mm Al2O3 powder until the surfaces looked like mirrors.

In the second step, the metal foil was coated with solid pho
resistant, which was rolled onto the two surfaces of the metal f
yielding a thin and continuous coating. The hot roller at abo
80°C made the thin coating glued to the mirror-flat surfaces. T
coated foil was mounted between the two image plate-mask
suitable exposure was made. The foil was then immersed
Na2CO3 solution for about 20 seconds or longer for developi
and then in electrolytic solution~mixture solution of H3BO3 ,
NiCl2 and NiSO4 for nickel specimens; CuSO4 solution for cop-
per specimens! of 60–70°C for about 60 seconds for electr
chemical etching. The double-faced etched foil was cleaned
with de-ionic~DI! water and then immersed in NaOH solution fo

1Since a genuine 3D experimental study is difficult if not impossible, one m
instead choose to explore the surfaces of the specimens on the basis of the as
tion that there exists a certain projection operator, which may be a scalar factor
matrix in simpler situations or a differential or integral operator in more comp
situations and represents the physical relations between the body and the surf
the polycrystalline specimen under imposed experimental conditions.

Fig. 1 The micro-forcing-heating device together with the
micro-recorder-image analyzer system
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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about 15 seconds for stripping the solid coating from its surfac
The stripped foil was cleaned up again with DI water.

To investigate the interaction between grains and gra
boundaries, the observed surface of the specimen has to be et
A solution of FeCl3 , 36g/ l , 50°C, 3 to 5 seconds is recommend
for etching both nickel and copper foils.

A picture of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.
which contains four main sets. The first set is a pair of elect
magnetic actuators, which have similar performance as to ach
symmetrical straining of the specimen. Otherwise, the ima
grabbed would not be on the same spot and the subsequen
crostructural image analyses would not be conducted on the s
area around the middle section of the specimen under the m
scope. The second set is the digital CCD camera which is the m
important part of the microscope-recorder-image analyzer sys
The system is very powerful in grabbing and analyzing the mic
structural image. The third set is a load cell that is used to mea
the applying load. The fourth is a pair of optical meters that
used to measure the elongation of the specimen. With this sys
the microstructural evolution during straining can be observed
rectly on an optical microscope and simultaneously transfer
through the digital CCD camera to be displayed on a monitor
recorded in the computer hard disks. Thus the microsco
recorder-image analyzer system can grab and analyze the reco
image. In its present status, the time resolution of an image fra
is 0.1–1 second. The actuators can move the tension bar at s
0.1 mm/min in stroke control.

At high magnification deformation inside grains under the te
sion test can be measured in details, whereas the interaction
tween grains and grain-boundaries may be grabbed under me
magnification. However, if the interest is in the whole neck of t
specimen, lower magnification is recommended, under which
overall picture of the evolution of microstructural deformatio
deterioration, and fracture can be obtained.

3 Theoretical Foundation
The planar double-slip model, as has been used to mode

behavior of polycrystals in the literature@7–11#, assumes two slip
systems coexistent in the deformation process for each grain
this section we would not go to the details of the derivatio
which are relegated to the paper@18#, but briefly summarize the

ay
sump-
or a
ex
ce of

Fig. 2 Geometry of the foil specimen

Table 1 Chemical compositions of nickel and copper „ppm …
JULY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 315
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Fig. 3 Configuration of the planar double-slip model for a single crystal. e1 is
in the longitudinal „tensile … direction of the specimen.
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required main results for the calculations of planar double-
model, whose geometric description of the slip configurat
is shown in Fig. 3. The two unit vectors associated with the s
direction and the normal direction of the slip plane a
respectively,

s~ i !5~cosb i ,sinb i !, m~ i !5~2sinb i ,cosb i !, i 51,2,
(1)

in which b1ªu1a andb2ªu2a with u being the grain orien-
tation and 2a the angle between the two slip directionss(1) and
s(2).

The plastic deformation rate and plastic spin are calcula
respectively, by

Dp5(
i 51

2

ġ~ i !P~ i !, Wp5(
i 51

2

ġ~ i !V~ i !, (2)

whereġ ( i ), i 51,2, are the slip rates of the two slip systems. In t
aboveP( i ) andV( i ) are the symmetric and skew-symmetric pa
of the Schmid orientation tensors( i )

^ m( i ). The relation between
the slip ratesġ ( i ), i 51,2, and the rates of Schmid resolved she
stressesṫ ( i ), i 51,2, are realized through the hardening law
crystals:

F ṫ ~1!

ṫ ~2!G5hF ġ~1!

ġ~2!G . (3)

The hardening modulus tensorh has been discussed in sever
places, for example, Havner@1#, Asaro@4#, and Anand p. 236 of
@3#, and recognized to be the least well-characterized part of
constitutive models for crystal elastoplasticity.

To realize the micro-macro transformation, we average
grain stressest i j over all orientationsu to obtain the overall
stresses

s i j 5
1

p E
2p/2

p/2

t i j ~u,t ! f ~u,t !du, i , j 51,2, (4)

in which f (u,t), known as the orientation distribution functio
~ODF!, plays the role of a weighting function. The governin
equation of the ODFf (u,t) is a first-order linear partial differen
tial equation@19#:

] f

]t
1 u̇

] f

]u
1 f

]u̇

]u
50, (5)

which is subjected to the normalization condition:

1

p E
2p/2

p/2

f ~u,t !du51. (6)

Figure 4 illustrates schematically the evolution off (u,t), where
grains initially with randomorientation distribution~i.e., f (u,0)
51 for all u for the initial texture att50! in an annealed state
002
lip
on
lip
e,

ed,

he
ts

ar
of

al

the

the

g

evolves to have a nonuniform ODF~i.e., f (u,t)Þ1 and varying
with the orientationu for the current texture at the current timet!
under external loading.

The grain orientationu is governed by the following equation
@7#:

u̇5
1

2
~ ġ~1!1ġ~2!!2W12, (7)

Fig. 4 Under external loading a polycrystalline material which
initially has a random distribution of grain orientations exhibits
a certain texture with an evolving nonuniform ODF
Transactions of the ASME
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which, upon considering the slip rates, becomes@18#

2u̇5b0 cos 2u1c0 sin 2u22W12, (8)

where W1252W21 is the only nonzero component of the sp
tensorW, and

hªcos 4a, (9)

jª
2m sin 4a

m2 sin4 4a1m~h121h21!~h32h!1~12h2!@mtrh1deth#
,

(10)

b0ªj@~12h2!m1h112hh211hh222h12#S D112D22

2
cos 2a

1D12 sin 2a D2j@~12h2!m1h222hh121hh112h21#

3S D112D22

2
cos 2a2D12 sin 2a D , (11)

c0ª2j@~12h2!m1h112hh211hh222h12#S D112D22

2
sin 2a

2D12 cos 2a D2j@~12h2!m1h222hh121hh112h21#

3S D112D22

2
sin 2a1D12 cos 2a D . (12)

In the abovem is the shear modulus of the considered mater
D11, D12, andD22 are three independent components of the
formation rate tensorD, and h11, h12, h21, and h22 are four
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
n

al,
e-

independent components of the hardening modulus tensorh. Up
to now the equations needed to calculate the stress response
grain orientations have been established.

Since our goal is to compare the theoretical results with
experimental data under certain loading conditions, which
naturally preferred to be as simple as possible, such that they
be experimentally realized easily and the corresponding theo
cal solutions can be obtained in closed-form, we thus consid
constant hardening modulus tensor and let the velocity gradi
be constant in time,2 consistent with the experimental conditio
executed herein which were under linear stroke control with
locity constant in time. With these constancy conditionsb0 andc0
in Eqs.~11! and~12! become constant. Then Eq.~8! can be recast
to

2u̇5a0@cos~2u2b0!2x#, (13)

with

a0ªAb0
21c0

2, b0ªarctan
c0

b0
, xª

2W12

a0
. (14)

It deserves to point out that the parameterx incorporates the in-
dependent effects of the slip system geometry, hardening law,
flow kinematics on the response of the microstructure and pla
central role in the criterion of the bifurcation behavior of Eq.~13!.

Three possible cases of Eq.~13! must be considered separatel
namely ~1! x.1, ~2! x51, and ~3! x,1. However, for saving
space we consider onlyx,1, which is the case of our experi
ments and simulations, and write down directly the closed-fo
formulas for orientation, orientation distribution function, an
overall stresses.

3.1 Closed-Form Solutions of Orientation and ODF. The
orientationu(t) and the ODFf (u,t) are given, respectively, by
u~ t !5
b0

2
1

1

2
arccosS cos~2u02b0!2x

d11d2 cos~2A12x2W12t !1d3 sin~2A12x2W12t !
1x D , (15)
uan-
nta-
f ~u,t !5
1

a1~ t !1a2~ t !cos~2u2b0!1a3~ t !sin~2u2b0!
.

(16)

In the aboveu0 denotes the initial value ofu, and

d1ª11
12x cos~2u02b0!

x2~12x2!
, d2ª

x cos~2u02b0!21

x2~12x2!
,

d3ª
sin~2u02b0!

xA12x2
, (17)

a1~ t !ª11
1

x2~12x2!
@12cos~2A12x2W12t !#,

a2~ t !ª
1

x~12x2!
@cos~2A12x2W12t !21#,

a3~ t !ª
2sin~2A12x2W12t !

xA12x2
. (18)

3.2 Closed-Form Solutions of Overall Stresses.Substitut-
ing Eq.~16! and the grain stresses into Eq.~4! and through a lot of
calculations, we obtain the overall stresses as follows:
s11~ t !5
1

2
~s11~0!1s22~0!!1E* ~D111D22!t

1
B1~ t !a2~ t !1C1~ t !a3~ t !

a2
2~ t !1a3

2~ t !

2
a1~ t !@B1~ t !a2~ t !1C1~ t !a3~ t !#

a2
2~ t !1a3

2~ t !
2B2I 1~ t !2C2I 2~ t !

1B2I 3~ t !1C2I 4~ t !1B3I 5~ t !1C3I 6~ t !, (19)

s22~ t !5s11~0!1s22~0!12E* ~D111D22!t2s11~ t !, (20)

s12~ t !5
B1~ t !a3~ t !2C1~ t !a2~ t !

a2
2~ t !1a3

2~ t !

2
a1~ t !@B1~ t !a3~ t !2C1~ t !a2~ t !#

a2
2~ t !1a3

2~ t !
1C2I 1~ t !2B2I 2~ t !

2C2I 3~ t !1B2I 4~ t !2C3I 5~ t !1B3I 6~ t !, (21)

2Note that the velocity gradients were not at all assumed to beconstant in space.
It is reminded that in the current model the spatial dependence of all relevant q
tities including the velocity gradients were taken into account by using the orie
tion distribution function.
JULY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 317
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Fig. 5 Optical micrographs of deformation process of a nickel specimen in uniaxial tension: „a… original state at 0 second,
„b… at 100 seconds, „c… at 200 seconds, „d… at 300 seconds, „e… at 400 seconds, and „f … at 500 seconds before the specimen
ruptured
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where

E* 5H ~3l12m!m

l12m
plane stress,

l1m plane strain.

(22)

The Bi , i 51,2,3,Ci , i 51,2,3, andI i , i 51,...,6, required by the
above stress formulas are relegated to the Appendix. With th
formulas we are able to simulate the macroscopic behavior b
upon the micro-test data recorded in the micro-tension tests
compare the simulated results with the macroscopic test data

4 Experimental Results and Comparisons With Theo-
retical Predictions

Reported herein is an experimental work on the foil specim
of 4N purity nickel and copper of the shape and dimensions
shown in Fig. 2. Although the whole time histories were record
to save space of presentation only six selected micrographs
8 Õ Vol. 124, JULY 2002
ese
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and
.

ns
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d,

of a

nickel specimen are shown in Fig. 5, demonstrating the dynam
deformation process. Figure 5~a! displays the original anneale
state of the specimen. The grain sizes were 30–60mm ~for nickel,
whereas 10–20mm for copper!.3 Figures 5~b!–5~f ! were taken
consecutively at the equal time intervals~5@100 seconds!. Figure
5~f ! is the micrograph at 60 seconds prior to the rupture~560
seconds! of the specimen. It can be seen that strain localizat
appeared gradually~Figs. 5~b!–5~e!! and developed into a domi
nant crack~Fig. 5~f !!. The dark area on the micrograph that can
observed was the tip of the crack. Notice that localization a
subsequent cracking did occur in the middle of grains instead
between grains on grain-boundaries, and that the grains conta
localization underwent apparent expansion. The parallel dark l
observed within grains were considered as slip bands, and the

3These amounts to 2–4 grains for nickel and 5–10 grains for copper in
thickness direction of the foil specimens.
Transactions of the ASME
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slip orientations~and ODF! were measured and calculated via t
micro-recorder-image analyzer system.

For nickel, the stress-strain relation of the simulated mic
macro data and the macro-stress-strain curve obtained con
rently in the experiment are shown in Fig. 6, whereas the obse
~and image analyzed! time history of orientation of a selecte
grain and the simulated time history of orientation of the sin
grain are shown in Fig. 7. In the aboveD1152.3931024 s21 was
specified for stroke control,D2252D11522.3931024 s21 was
assumed andW1252W2152.931024 s21 were measured~and
calculated! from the recorded microstructural image data,4 while
all other Di j and Wi j components are zeros, and the parame
m580000 MPa,n50.31, h11/m5h22/m5331022, and h12/m
5h21/m5431022 were chosen in the model simulation.

4Three points on the images were identified and the angles subtended were
continuously and their average time change rate was supposed to beW12 .

Fig. 6 Comparison of experimental macro data with theoreti-
cal simulation for the tensile stress-strain curve of nickel

Fig. 7 Comparison of observed micro data with theoretical
simulation for orientation evolution of nickel
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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For copper, the stress-strain relation of the simulated mic
macro data and the macro-stress-strain curve obtained con
rently in the experiment are shown in Fig. 8, whereas the obse
~and image analyzed! time history of orientation of a selecte
grain and the simulated time history of orientation of the sin
grain are shown in Fig. 9. HereD1152D2252.3931024 s21,
W1252W2153.831024 sec21, and all otherDi j and Wi j com-
ponents are zeros, whilem542000 MPa, n50.35, h11/m
5h22/m5h12/m5h21/m5431022.

The values of the hardening moduli used above are slig
larger than that suggested by Asaro@4# for FCC materials. The
parametera was taken to bea525 deg for each material@9#. The
values of the shear modulim and Poisson’s ratiosn used above
can be found in many metal handbooks. Those comparison
Figs. 6–9 show that the proposed model can simulate the exp
mental data quite well. In these figures the solid black curves
stress were calculated from Eq.~19!, and those for orientation
were calculated from Eq.~15!. The plus signs in Figs. 7 and

raced

Fig. 8 Comparison of experimental macro data with theoreti-
cal simulation for the tensile stress-strain curve of copper

Fig. 9 Comparison of observed micro data with theoretical
simulation for orientation evolution of copper
JULY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 319
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represent the orientations measured and analyzed from the
corded microstructural images~by using the micro-recorder-imag
analyzer system!, from which it was observed that the slip-lin
patterns that developed were not visible until slip bands emer
to surfaces at about 100 seconds for nickel and 200 second
copper.

5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper procedures were developed to concurrently re

both the texture image data and macro experimental data an
perform the micro-macro transformation. The orientation aver
ing technique and the double-slip model were employed to si
late the tension test data of pure nickel and copper. The comp
sons revealed that the simulated results from using experime
microstructural data in the model were in good agreement with
experimental macro stress-strain curves.

However, the planar assumption of the model made he
should not be overlooked. It seemed that the good agreeme
the results justified the assumption, implying that the pla
double-slip model together with the ODF of the scalar orientat
sufficed to represent the mechanism of active slip planes and
systems and that there existed a simpler projection operator
tween the surface image and the solid body of the foil specim
The raised question may still be open until a 3D experimen
technique and a 3D theoretical model of the micro-macro tra
formation are developed successfully and consistently. A less
bitious but more feasible direction for further work which can
well along with the experimental techniques presented here
develop theoretically a full 3D model and its accompanying p
jection operator under the experimental conditions.

Appendix
In this Appendix we giveBi , i 51,2,3,Ci , i 51,2,3, andI i , i

51,...,6, and some initial conditions required in the stress form
las ~19!–~21!.

B1~ t !ª
1

sin 4a
@t~2!~0!cos~b012a!2t~1!~0!cos~b022a!#

1
2~b1b01c1c0!W12t

a0
2 sin 4a

@h21 cos~b012a!

2h11 cos~b022a!] 1
2~b2b01c2c0!W12t

a0
2 sin 4a

3@h22 cos~b012a!2h12 cos~b022a!#, (A1)
320 Õ Vol. 124, JULY 2002
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C1~ t !ª
1

sin 4a
@t~1!~0!sin~b022a!2t~2!~0!sin~b012a!#

1
2~b1b01c1c0!W12t

a0
2 sin 4a

@h11 sin~b022a!

2h21 sin~b012a!#1
2~b2b01c2c0!W12t

a0
2 sin 4a

3@h12 sin~b022a!2h22 sin~b012a!#, (A2)

B2ª
b1b01c1c0

a0
2 sin 4a

@h21 cos~b012a!2h11 cos~b022a!#

1
b2b01c2c0

a0
2 sin 4a

@h22 cos~b012a!2h12 cos~b022a!#,

(A3)

C2ª
b1b01c1c0

a0
2 sin 4a

@h11 sin~b022a!2h21 sin~b012a!#

1
b2b01c2c0

a0
2 sin 4a

@h12 sin~b022a!2h22 sin~b012a!#,

(A4)

B3ª
b1c02c1b0

a0
2 sin 4a

@h21 cos~b012a!2h11 cos~b022a!#

1
b2c02c2b0

a0
2 sin 4a

@h22 cos~b012a!2h12 cos~b022a!#,

(A5)

C3ª
b1c02c1b0

a0
2 sin 4a

@h11 sin~b022a!2h21 sin~b012a!#

1
b2c02c2b0

a0
2 sin 4a

@h12 sin~b022a!2h22 sin~b012a!#,

(A6)
I 1~ t !ª
1

2p E
2p2b0

p2b0
cosf arccosF cosf2x

a1~ t !1a2~ t !cosf1a3~ t !sinf
1xG

a1~ t !1a2~ t !cosf1a3~ t !sinf
df, (A7)

I 2~ t !ª
1

2p E
2p2b0

p2b0
sinf arccosF cosf2x

a1~ t !1a2~ t !cosf1a3~ t !sinf
1xG

a1~ t !1a2~ t !cosf1a3~ t !sinf
df, (A8)

I 3~ t !ª
1

2p E
2p2b0

p2b0 f cosf

a1~ t !1a2~ t !cosf1a3~ t !sinf
df, (A9)

I 4~ t !ª
1

2p E
2p2b0

p2b0 f sinf

a1~ t !1a2~ t !cosf1a3~ t !sinf
df, (A10)

I 5~ t !ª
1

2p E
2p2b0

p2b0 cosf ln~a1~ t !1a2~ t !cosf1a3~ t !sinf!

a1~ t !1a2~ t !cosf1a3~ t !sinf
df, (A11)
Transactions of the ASME
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I 6~ t !ª
1

2p E
2p2b0

p2b0 sinf ln~a1~ t !1a2~ t !cosf1a3~ t !sinf!

a1~ t !1a2~ t !cosf1a3~ t !sinf
df.

(A12)

The above resolved shear stressest (1)(0) andt (2)(0) are given
by

t~1!~0!5
s22~0!2s11~0!

2
sin~u012a!1s12~0!cos~u012a!,

(A13)

t~2!~0!5
s22~0!2s11~0!

2
sin~u022a!1s12~0!cos~u022a!,

(A14)

and the other four constants are given by

b1ªj~hh222h12!S D112D22

2
cos 2a1D12 sin 2a D2j~11h22

2hh12!S D112D22

2
cos 2a2D12 sin 2a D , (A15)

c1ª2j~hh222h12!S D112D22

2
sin 2a2D12 cos 2a D2j~11h22

2hh12!S D112D22

2
sin 2a1D12 cos 2a D , (A16)

b2ªj~11h112hh21!S D112D22

2
cos 2a1D12 sin 2a D

2j~hh112h21!S D112D22

2
cos 2a2D12 sin 2a D ,

(A17)

c2ª2j~11h112hh21!S D112D22

2
sin 2a2D12 cos 2a D

2j~hh112h21!S D112D22

2
sin 2a1D12 cos 2a D . (A18)

Nomenclature

s( i ), i 51,2 5 i th slip direction
m( i ), i 51,2 5 normal direction of thei th slip plane

s( i )
^ m( i ) 5 Schmid orientation tensor

2a 5 angle betweens(1) ands(2)

ei , i 51,2 5 orthonormal base vectors,e1 being in the ten-
sile direction

u 5 grain orientation
b i , i 51,2 5 angle betweens( i ) ande1

f (u,t) 5 orientation distribution function~ODF!
t i j , i , j 51,2 5 Kirchhoff stress components of grain
s i j ,i , j 51,2 5 overall stress components

D 5 deformation rate tensor
W 5 spin tensor
Dp 5 plastic deformation rate tensor

Wp 5 plastic spin tensor
P( i ), i 51,2 5 symmetric part of the Schmid orientation ten-

sor
V( i ), i 51,2 5 skew-symmetric part of the Schmid orientatio

tensor
ġ ( i ), i 51,2 5 slip rate
ṫ ( i ), i 51,2 5 rate of Schmid resolved shear stress

h 5 hardening modulus tensor
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
l, m, n 5 Laméconstants and the Poisson ratio
E* 5 material constant for plane stress or plane

strain defined in Eq.~22!
h 5 cos 4a

j, b0 , c0 5 constants defined, respectively, in Eqs.~10!,
~11!, and~12!

a0 5 Ab0
21c0

2

b0 5 arctan(c0 /b0)
x 5 2W12/a0

di , i 51,2,3 5 constants defined in Eq.~17!
ai , i 51,2,3 5 time-dependent functions defined in Eq.~18!

B1 ,C1 5 time-dependent functions defined, respectivel
in Eqs.~A1! and ~A2!

Bi , i 52,3 5 constants defined respectively in Eqs.~A3! and
~A5!

Ci , i 52,3 5 constants defined respectively in Eqs.~A4! and
~A6!

I i , i 51,...,6 5 time-dependent functions defined respectively
in Eqs.~A7!–~A12!

bi , i 51,2 5 constants defined respectively in Eqs.~A15!
and ~A17!

ci , i 51,2 5 constants defined respectively in Eqs.~A16!
and ~A18!
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